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Individual Cases – Dialysis Aid  

In the third quarter of 2019, we supported 37 kidney patients who are either low income earners or 
unemployed due to their medical condition, compared to 28 supported cases within the same period in 
2018. Each patient receives a dialysis fee subsidy ranging from RM130 to RM2,500 per month for a 
period of six (6) months or more to ease their burden. From these 37 beneficiaries, 11 are new cases. 
Special thanks to Yayasan Kossan (beneficiaries 1 – 5 for Jul - Aug 19; beneficiaries 6 – 10 for Sep 19), 
donors who supported our crowdfunding campaigns at NGOHub and Cari, and Tian Hock temple. The 
beneficiaries listing is as follow: 

 

NO BENEFICIARY NAME DIALYSIS 
CENTRE 

AMOUNT DURATION SPONSOR 

1 Mah Lai Mun Cheras Dialysis RM720.00 Apr 18 - Sep19 Kossan 

2 Lim Wai Cheah Jerteh RM720.00 Jan 19 - Sep 19 Kossan 

3 Yong Kim Lin Medifund KL RM720.00 Dec 18 - Nov19 Kossan 

4 Chang Yit Chiew MAA Medicare RM360.00 Feb 19 - Jan 20 Kossan 

5 Awruong A/P K. Govindasamy Cheras Dialysis RM720.00 May 19 - Oct19 Kossan 

6 Tai Nyek Kuan St John Serdang RM1,000.00 Apr 19 - Sep 19 Kossan 

7 Arumugam A/L N. Vellasamy Lion Renal  RM1,000.00 Apr 19 - Sep 19 Kossan 

8 Muhamed Zulkafli Bin Md Nor  Nephro I-Care RM720.00 May 19 - Oct19 Kossan 

9 Koh Chun Keat HAK RM360.00 May 19 - Oct19 Kossan 

10 Ng Soi Chin St John Serdang RM720.00 Jun 19 - Dec 19 Kossan 

11 Liew Tzer Gio Waz Lian RM360.00 Feb 19 - Jul 19 NGOHub 

12 Krishnan A/L Rajoo St John S.Alam RM1,000.00 Dec 18 - Nov19 NGOHub 

13 Shu Meng Kwai  MAA Medicare RM360.00 Jan 19 - Dec 19 NGOHub 

14 Gopal A/L Sinnthamby St John S. Alam RM1000.00 Mar19 - Feb 20 NGOHub 
& Cari 

15 Tan Han Bee NKF Dialysis PJ RM720.00 Aug 18 - Jul 19 Cari 

16 Hussen Bin Abdullah EAM Dialysis RM1,500.00 May 19 - Oct19 Cari 

17 Lee Beng Teck St John Klang RM2,500.00 Sep 19 - Jan 20 Tian Hock 

18 Thoo Foong Ming Kau Ong Yah RM1,000.00 Jun 17 - Nov 19  

19 Faisol Bin Mahmud MAA Medicare RM360.00 Feb 19 - Oct 19  

20 Tang Kuan Yeng Lion Renal  RM720.00 Apr 19 - Jul 19  

21 Patmani A/P Vadiveloo Lion Renal  RM305.00 Apr 19 - Sep 19  

22 Sutini Binti Timbul  Nephro I-Care RM720.00 May 19 - Oct19  

23 Mawar Bin Saleh  Nephro I-Care RM1,000.00 May 19 - Oct19  

24 Latiff Bin Bachok Nephro I-Care RM720.00 May 19 - Oct19  

25 Nirmala A/P Vengittasan HAK RM720.00 Jun 19 - Aug 19  

26 Lee Kow Moy St John Serdang RM720.00 Jun 19 - Dec 19  

27 Sathiyaselan A/L P Kunjan  Waz Lian RM1,000.00 Jan 19 - Sep 19  

28 Letchmy A/P Sinniah St John S. Alam RM1,000.00 Jul 19 - Dec 19  

29 Saththivel A/L Munusamy Touch  RM360.00 Jul 19 - Dec 19  

30 Lee Lai Thiam Kajang Dialysis RM720.00 Aug 19 - Oct 19  

31 Cheng Kam Cheong Cheras Dialysis RM720.00 Aug 19 - Oct 19  
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NO BENEFICIARY NAME DIALYSIS 
CENTRE 

AMOUNT DURATION SPONSOR 

32 Kandiah A/L Ramasamy Touch RM130.00 Aug 19 - Jan 20  

33 Sivaperumal A/L Subramaniam St John S. Alam RM260.00 Aug 19 - Jan 20  

34 Teslyn Tan Ai Lin Touch RM360.00 Aug 19 - Oct 19  

35 Ting Jack Kee St John Klang RM720.00 Sep 19 - Nov19  

36 Chow Then Po Kau Ong Yah RM1,500.00 Sep 19 - Feb 20  

37 Magesvari A/P Muniandy Kaizen Bros  RM1,500.00 Sep 19 - Nov19  

  

 

MAH LAI MUN 
Ms Mah, 35, suffers from blurred vision, diabetes 
and kidney failure. In Aug 2019, she had a fistula 
repair operation and her haemogoblin level had 
improved to a healthy level. Her husband found a 
freelance T-shirt printing and marketing job and 
will no longer require our support after Sep 2019. 

  

 

 

LIM WAI CHEAH 

Ms Lim, 23, suffers from anaemia, diabetes, 
kidney failure, and blindness. She has frequent 
seizures and is under close monitoring from the 
hospital. Since her siblings are willing to take care 
of her now, GHCA will be stopping our support 
after Sep 2019. 

 

YONG KIM LIN 
Mdm Yong, 72, is a retiree and has high blood 
pressure, diabetes, and kidney failure. Both she 
and her husband are undergoing chemotherapy 
for neck tumour and nose cancer respectively. 
They are still struggling hard, especially right 
after treatment. 

 

 

CHANG YIT CHIEW 
Mr Chang, 77, is a retiree and has high blood 
pressure, diabetes, and suffered a mild stroke. He 
had difficulty walking and his wife takes care of 
his daily needs. He amputated his left leg in Jul 
2019 due to diabetes. Both his sons had increased 
his home allowance now to RM400 each. 

  

 

AWRUONG A/P K. GOVINDASAMY 
Mdm Awruong stays with her son and daughter-
in-law in a rented room. Her disabled son works 
as a recyclables collector to pay for her dialysis 
cost. In Oct 2019, we will be assisting her son to 
get the rotator for his prosthetic leg, which cost 
RM2000, to ease his mobility. 
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TAI NYEK KUAN  
Mdm Tai, 67, lives with her husband, son and 
granddaughter in a low-cost flat. She has high 
blood pressure, high cholesterol, and kidney 
failure. Her Grab driver son is the sole bread 
winner. In Sep 2019, she had applied for MOH 
subsidy and is awaiting approval. 

 

 

ARUMUGAM A/L N. VELLASAMY 
Mr Arumugam, 63, has high blood pressure and 
kidney failure. His daughter covers his dialysis 
fee, which is high due to the epoetin injection 
that he had to take. With GHCA’s assistance, he 
has now paid off his outstanding dialysis fees 
and had also applied for MOH subsidy. 

 

 

MUHAMED ZULKAFLI BIN MD NOR 
Mr Zulkafli, 43, is unemployed due to blurred 
vision, high blood pressure, diabetes, and kidney 
failure. His factory worker wife supports him but 
is unable to cover his dialysis cost. In Aug 2019, 
his wife might get retired due to age limit, but 
her employment had since been extended. 

  

 

KOH CHUN KEAT 
Mr Koh, 31, lives alone in a rented room. He has 
high blood pressure, diabetes, and kidney 
failure. He was a sales assistant in a spectacle 
shop until 2017. In Aug 2019, he is still looking 
for a job but was unable to find one due to his 
dialysis schedule and weak physical condition. 

  

 

NG SOI CHIN 
Mr. Ng, 69, lives with his wife at her eldest 
daughter’s house. He has high blood pressure, 
diabetes, heart ailment, and kidney failure. He is 
continuing his dialysis treatment with the 
support provided by GHCA. 

  

 

LIEW TZER GIO 
Mr Liew, 34, was an insurance agent and Grab 
driver. He has high blood pressure, kidney 
disease, and anaemia. In Jul 2019, he has found 
a job as a cafe  waiter, while his haemogoblin 
level has also improved to a healthy level. Hence, 
he no longer requires our support after Jul 2019. 
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KRISHNAN A/L RAJOO 
Mr Krishnan, 64, has kidney failure. His wife has 
thyroid disease, which requires daily care from 
his lorry driver son. He is continuing his 
treatment and is thankful that both his 
daughters are also helping RM700 monthly to 
pay for his dialysis fee. 

 

 

SHU MENG KWAI 
Mr Shu, 67, has kidney failure, hyperuricemia, 
and high blood pressure. He is currently 
unemployed and continuing his treatment. His 
wife works as a home tailor to cover some of 
their household expenses. 

  

 

GOPAL A/L SINNTHAMBY 
Mr Gopal, 63, unemployed, has high blood 
pressure, diabetes, and kidney failure. He is 
continuing his treatment after failing to shift to 
the lower cost NKF as he lacks employment 
history due to being a contract lorry driver.  

 

 

TAN HAN BEE 
Mdm Tan, 69, has high blood pressure and 
kidney failure. With her business income as a 
tailor stabilising and allowance from her 
daughters, she no longer requires assistance 
from GHCA after Jul 2019. 

 

 

HUSSEN BIN ABDULLAH 
Mr Hussen, 59, lives in a small room with his 
wife, 48, who works as maid at a nearby house. 
He is unemployed due to his illness. In Jul 2019, 
they started selling fried banana, bakso beef 
noodle, and kuih-muih outside their house to 
earn an additional RM500 monthly. 

  

 

LEE BENG TECK 
Mr Lee, 52, lives with his wife, son, and 
grandchild. He has high blood pressure and 
diabetes. His son supports the household alone. 
Lee was diagnosed with kidney failure in Aug 
2019 and is in urgent need of financial support 
for his dialysis fee. With the support from Tian 
Hock temple, GHCA will subsidised his full cost 
of treatment until Jan 2020. 
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THOO FONG MING 
Mdm Thoo, 63, is a widow. She has high blood 
pressure, heart ailment, and kidney disease. In 
Jul 2019, GHCA increased our dialysis subsidies 
to RM1000 as her MOH subsidy had stopped 
temporarily due to renewal waiting period 

  

 

FAISOL BIN MAHMUD 
Mr Faisol, 53, has heart ailment, kidney failure, 
and walking complications. His dialysis fees are 
mostly covered by ZAKAT, while GHCA supports 
his remaining fee. GHCA had encouraged him to 
get his second daughter, 20, to find work within 
our final 3 months support period. 

  

 

TANG KUAN YENG 
Mr Tan, 29, suffers from kidney failure and high 
blood pressure. He works as a handphone seller 
including on weekends, but his salary was not 
enough to cover his dialysis fee. In Jul 2019, his 
SOCSO subsidy has been approved and he no 
longer requires our assistance thereafter. 

  

 

PATMANI A/P VADIVELOO 
Mdm Patmani, 61, stays with her siblings as she 
has no one to look after her.  She has high blood 
pressure, diabetes, and kidney failure. In Sep 
2019, we will end our support as her siblings has 
stepped up to cover her full dialysis fees.  

  

 

SUTINI BINTI TIMBUL 
Mdm Sutini, 59, has high blood pressure and 
kidney failure. Her husband passed away in Feb 
2019. With the dialysis subsidy from GHCA, she 
is continuing her treatment and is thankful for 
the assistance provided. 

  

 

MAWAR BIN SALEH 
Mr Mawar, 52, has high blood pressure, diabetes, 
blurred vision, and kidney failure. His wife is 
taking care of him full time. With GHCA’s 
assistance, he is continuing his dialysis 
treatment. In Q3, GHCA also sponsored a 
computer for Mawar’s daughter to assist her 
studies in high school. 
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LATIFF BIN BACHOK 
Mr Latiff, 57, father of 6, has high blood pressure, 
diabetes, and kidney failure. He was a driver but 
now depends on his children and welfare aid. He 
is grateful that his children are still supporting 
him despite their own financial burden. 

  

 

NIRMALA A/P VENGITTASAN 
Mdm Nirmala, 33, has high blood pressure and 
kidney failure. Even though she receives MOH 
subsidy, she struggles because she requires 
extra dialyser and injection that are not 
subsidised. GHCA increased her assistance from 
RM360 to RM720 beginning Aug 2019. 

  

 

 

LEE KOW MOY 
Mdm Lee, 62, mother of 3, is unemployed due to 
old age and health issues. She stays with her son 
and solely depends on him. She has low blood 
pressure and kidney illness. In Jul 2019, her JKM 
application was rejected while her Bantuan 
Sihat Selangor application is still pending.  

  

 

SATHIYASELAN A/L P KUNJAN 
Mr Sathiyaselan, 65, lives alone and work as a 
workshop admin. He has high blood pressure, 
diabetes, heart ailment, and kidney failure. In 
Sep 2019, his MOH subsidy has been approved. 
He also managed to get a part time job and will 
no longer require our assistance.  

 

    

LETCHMY A/P SINNIAH 
Mdm Letchmy, 66, lives with her husband and 
her factory operator son. She has high blood 
pressure, diabetes, and kidney failure. Her other 
5 children rarely visit her and only gave her 
allowance at times. GHCA assists her with 
RM1000 monthly dialysis subsidy. 

  

 

SATHTHIVEL A/L MUNUSAMY 
Mr Saththivel, 60, lives with his wife and two 
children. His right arm was amputated due to a 
motor accident. He has high blood pressure, 
diabetes, and kidney failure. His lorry driver son 
is supporting the family expenses. Saththivel is a 
SOCSO recipient. Thus, GHCA is supporting him 
with RM360 monthly dialysis subsidy. 
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LEE LAI THIAM 
Mr Lee, 40, is single and stays in his sister’s 
house. His sister has heart ailment while he has 
high blood pressure and kidney failure. Lee was 
a lorry and Grab driver but stopped in Mar 2019. 
He promised to look for a job by Oct 2019 to 
support himself. 

 

CHENG KAM CHEONG 
Mr Cheng, 77, is single and lives in his friend’s 
house. He was a singer for over 30 years but had 
retired. He depleted his savings to treat his 
kidney illness. In Sep 2019, he started looking 
for a cheaper dialysis centre to continue his 
dialysis treatment.  

  

 

KANDIAH A/L RAMASAMY 
Mr Kandiah, 71, lives with his wife. He has 5 
children but all of them had abandoned him. He 
has kidney failure and walking complications. 
He is an MOH recipient. Thus, GHCA is 
supporting him with RM130 monthly subsidy. 

 
 

 

SIVAPERUMAL A/L SUBRAMANIAM 
Mr Sivaperumal, 49, lives with his wife who 
works as logistic assistance executive. They have 
3 school-going children aged 10, 11, and 13. He 
has diabetes, high blood pressure, heart ailment, 
and kidney failure. He is a SOCSO recipient. 
Thus, GHCA is supporting him with RM260 
monthly for his remaining dialysis cost. 

 

   
   

TESLYN TAN AI LIN 
Mdm Teslyn, 35, has high blood pressure, 
diabetes, eyesight problem, and kidney failure. 
She had undergone operations for cataract and 
cyst removal in her head. She is a freelance 
accountant and lives with her visually impaired 
husband at a dilapidated apartment for 15 years. 
GHCA will be working with Viva Home to help 
her with a home makeover in Q4 2019. 
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TING JACK KEE 
Mr Ting, 26, lives in his father’s house. He has 
high blood pressure and kidney failure. Ting was 
a phone promoter until Jun 2019 when he was 
diagnosed with the illness. His father and 
siblings are currently supporting his dialysis fee. 
He will apply for SOCSO aid to reduce his dialysis 
expenses. 

 

 

CHOW THEN PO 
Mr Chow, 78, stays alone in a rented shophouse 
room. He was a freelance background actor, 
earning little with no savings due to his unstable 
income. His friend is currently helping him with 
his room rental while GHCA will be helping him 
with RM1500 dialysis fee subsidy. 

  

 

MAGESVARI A/P MUNIANDY 
Ms Magesvari, 55, lives with her husband and 
two children. She has diabetes, high blood 
pressure, and kidney failure. Both her children 
are low income earner and find it hard to 
support her dialysis cost. Her house vicinity only 
has a private dialysis centre, where she needs to 
pay RM3000 treatment fees monthly. Therefore, 
GHCA assisted her with RM1500 monthly 
dialysis subsidy. 
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Individual Cases – Family Care  

In the third quarter of 2019, we reached out to 46 underprivileged families, compared to 37 families 

within the same period in 2018. 23 of these families are new cases. Special thanks to Hong Leong 

Foundation, Project Cabel, and Cari Online Media for funding our beneficiaries this quarter. 

NO NAME TYPE AMOUNT PERIOD SPONSOR 

1 Munadi Bin Marsiya Grocery RM150.00 May 19 - Oct 19 Cabel 

2 Dayanidhi Arumugam Shanmugam  Grocery RM300.00 Mar 17 - Dec 19 Cari 

3 Nerosha A/P Krishnan Medical RM300.00 Feb 18 - Oct 19 Hong Leong 

4 Lim Chin Gee Grocery RM300.00 Jul 18 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

5 Krishnakumar A/L Arumugam Grocery RM300.00 Sep 18 - Feb 20 Hong Leong 

6 Vanitha A/P Thamizarasan Grocery RM300.00 Oct 18 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

7 Innasmuthu A/L Savariapan Grocery RM300.00 Dec 18 - Aug 19 Hong Leong 

8 Tan Hock Chuan Rental RM600.00 Jan 19 - Jul 19 Hong Leong 

9 Chua Seng Heng Rental RM800.00 Jan 19 - Jul 19 Hong Leong 

10 Yong Ling Huay Grocery RM150.00 Jan 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

11 Rizwan Lo Abdullah Rental RM400.00 Feb 19 - Jul 19 Hong Leong 

12 A.V.A Vengadeswaran Grocery RM500.00 Feb 19 - Jul 19 Hong Leong 

13 Alvin A/L Annandan Rental RM300.00 Feb 19 - Jul 19 Hong Leong 

14 Kamini A/P Arumugam Rental RM300.00 Mar 19 - Aug 19 Hong Leong 

15 Cheong Mun Wai Grocery RM150.00 Mar 19 - Nov 19 Hong Leong 

16 Thoo Foong Ming Business RM250.00 Apr 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

17 Thinaratchaky A/P Karuppiah Grocery RM300.00 Apr 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

18 Hamiza Binti Md Isa Grocery RM300.00 Apr 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

19 Tai Yeow @ Tan Poon Giau Grocery RM300.00 Apr 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

20 Mythili A/P Sukumaran Education RM160.00 Jun 19 - Oct 19 Hong Leong 

21 Darneshkumar A/L Sukumaran Education RM140.00 Jun 19 - Oct 19 Hong Leong 

22 Chan Kim Woon Medical RM200.00 Jun 19 - Nov 19 Hong Leong 

23 Perumal A/L Letchumanan Grocery RM300.00 Jul 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

24 Amutha A/P Krishnan Grocery RM300.00 Jul 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

25 Margret A/P David Rental RM150.00 Jul 19 - Dec 19 Hong Leong 

26 Paskaran A/L Marudai Medical RM150.00 Jul 19 - Dec 19 Hong Leong 

27 Lim Hui Ying Education RM190.00 Jul 19 - Oct 19 Hong Leong 

28 Lim Hui Qing Education RM190.00 Jul 19 - Oct 19 Hong Leong 

29 Velayutham A/L Anthony Grocery RM300.00 Jul 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

30 Bibi Suzana Binti Baharuddin Grocery RM300.00 Jul 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

31 Sarifah Binti Ismail Grocery RM300.00 Jul 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

32 Saidon Bin Bakar  Business RM300.00 Jul 19 - Sep 19 Hong Leong 

33 Marimuthu A/L Muniandy Grocery RM150.00 Jul 19 - Dec 19 Hong Leong 

34 Chaw Moh Cheng Medical RM300.00 Jul 19 - Dec 19 Hong Leong 

35 Chin Kong Ming Rental RM450.00 Aug 19 - Oct 19 Hong Leong 

36 Yvonne Low Kai En Education RM400.00 Aug 19 - Dec 19 Hong Leong 
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NO NAME TYPE AMOUNT PERIOD SPONSOR 

37 Saraswathy A/P Munusamy Business RM300.00 Aug 19 - Oct 19 Hong Leong 

38 Lian Cheng Chye Grocery RM200.00 Aug 19 - Oct 19 Hong Leong 

39 Chandrammah A/P Krishnan Grocery RM300.00 Aug 19 - Oct 19 Hong Leong 

40 Muhammad Rifqi Mikael Grocery RM400.00 Aug 19 - Jan 20 Hong Leong 

41 Fatimah Binti Abdullah Grocery RM150.00 Sep 19 - Feb 20 Hong Leong 

42 Krishnaveni A/P Sanarajoo Grocery RM300.00 Sep 19 - Feb 20 Hong Leong 

43 Tung Chung Moi Medical RM300.00 Sep 19 - Feb 20 Hong Leong 

44 Yan Kim Tuck Medical RM300.00 Sep 19 - Feb 20 Hong Leong 

45 N.Rajeswari A/P N. Nadarajah Grocery RM300.00 Sep 19 - Nov 19 Hong Leong 

46 Sukumaran A/L Kumarasamy Medical RM300.00 Sep 19 - Nov 19 Hong Leong 
 

 

    

MUNADI BIN MARSIYA 
Mr Munadi, 62, has high blood pressure, diabetes, 
gout, and is unemployed. His sole breadwinner 
Indonesian wife was jailed for being an illegal 
immigrant, causing them financial difficulty. His 
son, 14, walks to school to save on transportation. 
GHCA collaborated with VIVA Homes to purchase 
a bicycle for his son to travel to school. 

 

 

DAYANIDHI ARUMUGAM SHANMUGAM 

Dayanidhi, 12, has cerebral palsy and can only 
consume milk. He is now calmer, less aggressive, 
and has stopped self-mutilation. His mother 
currently sells homemade biscuits while looking 
for a job in order to make some side income 

  

 

NEROSHA A/P KRISHNAN  
Nerosha, 26, met with a motor accident that 
dislodged her intestine outside her body. Despite 
this, she works hard and is currently selling 
coconut milk rice by the street with her mother. 
Her business is slowly picking up, earning her a 
profit of RM1000 monthly. 

  

 

LIM CHIN GEE 
Mr Lim, 50, had been diagnosed with kidney 
failure, heart ailment, and high blood pressure. 
His situation has improved with his wife and 
daughter continue working as a restaurant waiter 
and cashier, while he is now doing part time food 
delivery jobs. Thus, GHCA will be ending our 
support after Sep 2019. 
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KRISHNAKUMAR A/L ARUMUGAM 
Mr Krishnakumar, 38, father of four, has pancreas 
cancer. He works with his wife at a salon but met 
with an accident recently that caused him unable 
work. On top of that, his wife needs to take care of 
him. Therefore, GHCA resumed grocery support 
for them after Aug 2019. 

  

 

VANITHA A/P THAMIZARASAN 
Mdm Vanitha, 37, single mother of 8, was an 
office cleaner. Her parents take care of her 8 
children when she goes to work. In Sep 2019, she 
managed to secure a new job as factory worker, 
earning over RM1200 monthly now. 

  

   

INNASMUTHU A/L SAVARIAPAN 
Mr Innasmuthu, 47, father of 5, has high blood 
pressure, diabetes, kidney disease, and blurred 
vision. His wife is unemployed. As there was lack 
of initiatives to self-improve even after GHCA 
suggested some vacancies that are available for 
his wife, we stop our support after Aug 2019. 

  

   

TAN HOCK CHUAN 
Mr Tan, 49, is an iron factory welder earning 
RM600 monthly. He has 3 schooling children. 
GHCA supports his family with rental aid to 
reduce their burden. He has since found a secure 
job and will no longer require our assistance 
after Jul 2019. 

 

   

CHUA SENG HENG 
Mr Chua, 68, lives with his siblings, all low-
income earner with salary below RM1,000. GHCA 
supports him with rental aid. He helps to tend 
GHCC’s garden in appreciation. He found a stable 
job in Jul 2019 and will no longer require our aid. 

 

   

YONG LING HUAY 
Mdm Yong, 51, looks after her grandchildren and 
mother. She works hard as a night market stall 
helper to cover her grandchild’s milk and diapers. 
In Sep 19, she was laid off and is now actively 
searching for a job. Thus, GHCA extended 3 
months support to Yong during her times in need. 
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RIZWAN LO ABDULLAH 
Mr Rizwan, 42, father of 3, injured his hand and 
leg in a workplace accident. He has since healed 
and resumed work as a lorry mechanic. Thanking 
us for our support during his toughest time, he no 
longer needs our assistance after Jul 2019. 

  

   

A.V.A VENGADESWARAN A/L ATHMANATHAN 

Mr Vengadeswaran, 43, has skin disease and liver 
cancer and has to consume special dietary milk. 
GHCA had been supporting groceries for his 
family. In Aug 2019, our support ended after he 
has unfortunately passed away. 

  

   

ALVIN A/L ANNANDAN 
Mr Alvin, 38, has high blood pressure, diabetes, 
and kidney failure. His wife is a nurse assistant 
and is unable to cover rental and their daughter’s 
school expenses. In Jul 2019, his wife found a job 
with higher pay. He also plans to do some 
distribution work for a recycling company and 
thus will no longer require our assistance. 

  

   

KAMINI A/P ARUMUGAM 
Kamini, 39, mother of 4, has asthma. With our 
support, she strives for a better life and managed 
to obtain a higher pay travel agency job. She now 
plans to start a travel business with her friend and 
will no longer require our aid after Aug 2019. 

 

   

CHEONG MUN WAI 
Mr Cheong, 38, suffers from mental disability and 
derailed speech. His widowed mother, 61, takes 
care of him due to his aggressive nature that 
requires attentive care. In Aug 2019, his mother 
updated us that he is happier nowadays as there 
is more food for him to eat with our groceries aid. 

 

   

THOO FOONG MING 
Mdm Thoo, 62, is a widow and our Dialysis Aid 
beneficiary. Thoo’s daughter has epilepsy and two 
children of her own to take care of. Thoo operates 
a night market toy stall to earn a living. She has 
just started operating her stall in 2 night markets. 
Thus, GHCA will support her with a 6 months aid 
to give her some time to stabilise her business. 
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THINARATCHAKY A/P KARUPPIAH 
Thinaratchaky, 45, is a mother of 3. Her husband 
is a technician but ran into loan shark issues due 
to being a guarantor. Fortunately, her eldest son 
will graduate soon, and her daughter will also do 
part time job to help ease her burden. Thus, they 
no longer require our support after Sep 2019. 

  

   

HAMIZA BINTI MD ISA 
Mdm Hamiza, 40, is a mother of 2. Her daughter 
has learning disability. Her husband works as a 
lorry driver. Hamiza used to be unemployed but 
now decides to start a spring roll hawker stall. 
GHCA will assist her initiative by supporting her 
grocery for her start up period.  

 

   

TAI YEOW @ TAN POON GIAU 
Mr Tai, 78, has 3 children. His eldest son, 60, stays 
with him and suffers from neurological issues and 
elderly bowel incontinence. In Jul 2019, his wife 
had amputated her leg due to dry gangrene. GHCA 
will continue to monitor this case and see what 
we can do for them after Sep 2019. 

 

   

MYTHILI AND DARNESHKUMAR 
Mythili, 16, and Darneshkumar, 14, are sitting for 
their SPM and PT3 next year. Their mother is 
unemployed and has anaemia, diabetes, and 
dyslipidemia. In Aug 2019, their father loss his job 
due to chronic pancreas pain. GHCA is supporting 
their tuition fees to prepare them for their exam. 

 

   

CHAN KIM WOON 
Mr Chan, 60, has skin disease, bone ache, and old 
age illness. His cleaner wife, 61, is the sole 
breadwinner, earning RM600 monthly. Since 
GHCA started assisting in his medicine fees, he is 
improving, and his skin condition is getting better. 

 

   

PERUMAL A/L LETCHUMANAN 
Mr Perumal, 72, father of 2, had Stage 3 stroke and 
is unable to manage himself. He and his wife stay 
in his daughter’s house, whom supported the 
family household expenses. Seeing the struggle 
that they faced, GHCA supported his diapers and 
milk supplies. His case will be supported by 
another private charity after Sep 2019. 
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AMUTHA A/P KRISHNAN 
Mdm Amutha, 41, is a single mother after her 
husband passed away in 2016. She has 2 
schooling children. She run a sewing and small 
catering business, earning below RM1000. Her 
relatives supported her household expense GHCA 
will help her with 3 months groceries aid. 

 

   

MARGRET A/P DAVID 

Ms Margret, 38, has Type I diabetes since young. 
She is physically disabled and lives alone after 
divorcing 13 years ago. She was a kindergarten 
teacher but stopped after starting dialysis 6 years 
ago. GHCA will be supporting her rental fees. 

 

   

PASKARAN A/L MARUDAI 
Mr Paskaran, 51, father of 2, stays with his wife. 
He is a dialysis patient and has been unemployed 
since 2000. His dialysis fee is supported by SOCSO 
along with RM500 monthly allowance. They are 
also supported by JKM monthly RM250 aid. Thus, 
GHCA will assist his medicine fees. 

 

   

LIM HUI YING AND LIM HUI QING 
Hui Ying and Hui Qing, 16, are twins. Their father 
disappeared 10 years ago. Their mother is the 
sole breadwinner, running a hawker stall, but the 
business is very unstable. GHCA will be 
supporting their education fee with the hope for 
them to have a brighter future. 

 

   

VELAYUTHAM A/L ANTHONY 
Mr Velayutham, 43, lives with his 2 wives and 7 
children. He had severe diabetes and stroke. In 
May 2019, his eldest wife lost her job and only 
source of income. GHCA support them in grocery 
while they look for a job. In Sep 2019, she found a 
job as a cleaner, while also working as a freelance 
patrol police, earning another RM30 daily. 

 

 

BIBI SUZANA BINTI BAHARUDDIN 
Mdm Bibi, 46, lives with her retired husband and 
3 of her children. She had a stroke in Feb 2019 
which caused her to be unemployed. Thus, GHCA 
supported her groceries and milk supply. In Sep 
2019, she is now able to walk and her husband 
had also started a fried banana stall business. 
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SARIFAH BINTI ISMAIL 
Mdm Sarifah, 54, is a bedridden stroke patient. 
She and her husband used to sell nasi lemak, 
which was stopped after her stroke in Jun 2019. 
We supported her milk and diapers. Her husband 
has since resumed his business by hiring a worker 
and will no longer need our aid after Sep 2019. 

 

   

SAIDON BIN BAKAR 
Mr Saidon, 55, is Mdm Sarifah’s husband. He 
stopped his business to take care of his wife. 
Shortly after, he requested for help to restart his 
business. GHCA supported him with groceries for 
his business. With his business operational again, 
he no longer needs our aid after Sep 2019. 

 

   

MARIMUTHU A/L MUNIANDY 
Mr Marimuthu, 69, had his right leg amputated 
due to diabetes and has gastric. He and his wife 
are unemployed and relies on their children for 
pocket money. Thus, GHCA will be supporting him 
with groceries until Dec 2019. 

 

   

CHAW MOH CHENG 
Mdm Chaw, 55, has Stage 3 ovarian cancer. She 
lives with her breadwinner husband, 70, and have 
no children. Mdm Chaw needs colostomy bags 
due to her cancer but her husband’s income is not 
enough cover for it. Thus, GHCA will support her 
colostomy bag supplies until Dec 2019.  

 

   

CHIN KONG MING 
Mr Chin, 52, single, was a healthy man. After he 
fell in a toilet, he paralysed his lower half body. His 
siblings sent him to a nursing home but was 
unable to cover the full cost there. GHCA covers 
his nursing home fees for 3 months and hope that 
his physical condition will get better soon. 

 

   

YVONNE LOW KAI EN 
Yvonne, 13, completed her UPSR last year but 
scored badly. Her mother is the main income 
provider, working as an admin, earning RM2000 
monthly. Her father is a freelance construction 
worker. GHCA supports Yvonne for her tuition 
fees as we see her passion in improving her study 
results. 
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SARASWATHY A/P MUNUSAMY 
Mdm Saraswathy, 45, mother to Nerosha, one of 
our beneficiaries, wanted to start a roadside nasi 
lemak stall with Nerosha to be independent and 
have her own income. GHCA loves her initiative 
and supported the supplies for her business. 

 

   

LIAN CHENG CHYE 
Mr Lian, 65, is a stroke patient who needs diaper 
supplies daily. He lives with his wife, 2 children, 
and a disabled schooling grandchild. His children 
support the household expenses. His grandchild 
helps by selling cosmetics online but is still 
unable to cover the price of diapers. Thus, GHCA 
supported his diaper supplies until Oct 2019. 

 

   

CHANDRAMMAH A/P KRISHNAN 
Mdm Chandrammah, 45, is a single mother of 3. 
She works as a murukku maker. Her children only 
study until standard 6. Two of them were recently 
retrenched factory workers, losing their main 
source of income. GHCA provides her with 
grocery support for 3 months to allow her 
children to concentrate on finding a new job. 

 

   

MUHAMMAD RIFQI MIKAEL 
Rifqi, 10 months, has down syndrome, narrowed 
valve, and thyroid. He can only consume a specific 
prescribed milk. He needed syringe to consume 
milk because of his condition. His father is a lorry 
driver and is unable to cover the milk and syringe 
due to his low income. Thus, GHCA provides for 
Rifqi’s milk and syringe until Feb 2020 and hopes 
he will quickly reach an ideal body weight to 
undergo corrective surgery.  

 

   

FATIMAH BINTI ABDULLAH 
Mdm Fatimah, 60, is blind and has gastric, 
diabetes, and heart problem. She lives with her 80 
years old husband. They have no children. She is 
fully dependent on JKM and Baitumal support, 
which is insufficient. GHCA supported her with 
grocery aid of RM150 monthly. 
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TUNG CHUNG MOI 
Mr Tung, 78, has abdominal cancer and needs to 
use colostomy bags. He has a Vietnamese wife and 
a schooling son, 7. He used to repair fishing nets 
for a living. However, after he got ill, his wife is 
working alone and earn approximately RM1000 
monthly, which is not enough to cover his 
colostomy bags. Thus, GHCA assisted with his 
colostomy bag supplies. 

 

   

YAN KIM TUCK 
Mr Yan, 67, is a bedridden chronic schizophrenia 
and diabetic patient. In Jun 2019, he fell in the 
toilet and fractured his leg and neck. Being 
bedridden causes a huge puss at his back. His wife 
foregoes her job to take care of him. They now 
depend on JKM aid for a living. GHCA decided to 
support Mr Yan’s diapers and medical cost. 

 

   

N. RAJESWARI A/P N. NADARAJAH 
Mdm Rajeswari, 61, has heart disease, high blood 
pressure, and eye cataract. She lives with her 
husband, 2 children, and 2 grandchildren. Her 
youngest son supports the household. GHCA 
supported her grocery supplies to ease her son’s 
burden and for her grandchildren to get enough 
nutrients.  

 

   

SUKUMARAN A/L KUMARASAMY 
Mr Sukumaran, 41, is the father of Mythili and 
Darneshkumar, both Family Care beneficiaries 
under education support. He has diabetes and 
chronic pancreas illness. He was a lorry driver but 
had lost his job. They depended on JKM monthly 
RM400 aid. GHCA decided to support his medical 
fee for 3 months. 
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Ad-Hoc Cases 

In the third quarter of 2019, we assisted 12 underprivileged families with ad-hoc emergency funding. 

NO NAME TYPE AMOUNT PERIOD SPONSOR 

1 Chin Kong Ming Medical RM188.10 Jul 19  

2 Chiam Ah Heong Medical RM1,000.00 Jul 19  

3 Yee Kee Yong Medical RM900.00 Jul 19  

4 Ng Siew Ying Furniture RM214.65 Aug 19  

5 Alvin A/L Annandan Rental RM1,750.00 Aug 19  

6 Kirushiga A/P Assaithamby Medical RM1,000.00 Aug 19  

7 Lee Chun Ket Medical RM587.60 Aug 19  

8 Chng Boon Hock Furniture RM100.00 Aug 19  

9 Lim Jit Chain Medical RM1,900.00 Aug 19  

10 Munadi Bin Marsiya Medical RM65.00 Aug 19  

11 Fatimah Binti Abdullah Furniture RM200.00 Sep 19  

12 Silvasamy A/L Krishnan Medical RM640.00 Sep 19  
 

   

CHIN KONG MING 
Mr Chin, 52, is our Family Care beneficiary. He is 
paralysed, and unable to go to the toilet. Thus, 
GHCA provided him with a potty chair in the 
nursing home that he’s currently recuperating at. 

 

   

CHIAM AH HEONG 
Mdm Chiam, 79, was admitted to the hospital for 
viral infection which needed immediately 
surgery. They could not afford the surgery so 
GHCA subsidised RM1,000.00 for the treatment. 

 

   

YEE KEE YONG 
Mr Yee, 69, single, unemployed, stays with his 
friend. He depends on JKM aid. He urgently needs 
a hearing aid, which GHCA supported. With it, he 
now plans to find a part time job. 

  

   

NG SIEW YING 
Mdm Ng, 66, has diabetes and lives alone after her 
husband’s passing. She is a homestay resort 
cleaner, earning RM800 monthly. She is looking 
for a wardrobe, toiletries, and some groceries 
relief for a month while she recuperates from a 
leg wound that prevented her from working.  
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ALVIN A/L ANNANDAN 
Mr Alvin, 38, was a former Family Care 
beneficiary. He needed assistance in relocating to 
a better home. Thus, GHCA assisted him with his 
house rental deposit fee of RM1750.00.  

 

   

KIRUSHIGA A/P ASSAITHAMBY 
Kirushiga, 7, has hearing loss that affects her 
studies. Her father could not cover the cost of her 
hearing aid. Thus, GHCA subsidised her hearing 
aid which will assist her in her studies. 

 

   

LEE CHUN KET 
Mr Lee, 43, is a spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 
patient. His younger brother also has the same 
illness. GHCA supported them with wheelchair 
cushion and 6 tins of milk powder. 

 

   

CHNG BOON HOCK 
Mr Chng, 52, is a car mechanic and has a disabled 
son with learning disability. He lives without 
proper mattresses and fan. GHCA supported 
mattresses and standing fans for his family. 

 

   

LIM JIT CHAIN 
Mr Lim, 62, is a monk who collects recycleables 
for a living. He needs to undergo knee gel 
replacement surgery but could not afford the fees. 
GHCA subsidised part of the surgery fee. 

  

  

MUNADI BIN MARSIYA 
Mr Munadi, 62, is our Family Care beneficiary. He 
urgently needs to buy crutches to assist his 
mobility. Thus, GHCA decided to assist him with 
the equipment. 

 

   

FATIMAH BINTI ABDULLAH 
Mdm Fatimah, 60, is our Family Care beneficiary. 
She has been sleeping without any proper bed for 
some time. Thus, GHCA equip her home with a 
bed frame and mattress. 

  

   

SILVASAMY A/L KRISHNAN 
Mr Silvasamy, 61, stays with his brother. He 
urgently needs a PEG tube and Tracheostomy 
tube but is unable to afford the cost. Thus, GHCA 
help to subsidise the medical appliances cost. 
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Care Centres  

 

HOPE READING WITH HOUSE OF JOY 
On 6 Jul 2019, the Hope Reading Program was 
held at Sunway Velocity with 19 volunteers 
helping 52 children from House of Joy to choose 
their favourite reading books. Thanks to Sin 
Chew Daily who sponsors the books and 
Popular Bookstore who provided goodies bags.  

  

 

HOPE READING MELAKA 
On 13 Jul 2019, the Hope Reading Program was 
brought to Melaka. 73 children from Yayasan 
Sunbeams and Pusat Jagaan Kanak-kanak 
Harapan Bukit Baru chose the reading books of 
their choice sponsored by Sin Chew Daily. 

  

 

HOPE READING WITH YAYASAN SUNBEAMS KL 

On 20 Jul 2019, 43 children from Yayasan 
Sunbeams KL were guided by 26 volunteers to 
choose their favourite reading books sponsored 
by Sin Chew Daily. 

 

 

DICTIONARY USAGE WORKSHOP 
On 21 Jul 2019, a Dictonary Usage workshop 
was conducted for 40 children from House of 
Joy who were involved in the earlier Hope 
Reading Program. 30 volunteers help with the 
workshop that also includes storytelling, indoor 
games, and sharing session. 

 

 

HOPE READING WITH 2 HOMES 
On 27 Jul 2019, another round of Hope Reading 
Program was conducted where 38 volunteers 
help 62 children from Rumah Charis and Rumah 
Victory to choose their favourite reading books 
sponsored by Sin Chew Daily.  

 

 

STORYTELLING WITH CHILDREN 
On 17 Aug 2019, 40 volunteers conducted a 
storytelling and sharing session for 33 children 
from Yayasan Sunbeams KL and Rumah Charis. 
Special thanks to McDonalds for sponsoring 
luncheon for the session. 
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HOPE READING IPOH 
On 25 Aug 2019, the Hope Reading Program was 
brought to Ipoh with 37 volunteers assisting 
126 underprivileged children from 5 different 
homes. The children get to choose their 
favourite reading books sponsored by Sin Chew.  

 

 

HOPE READING FOR GHCC 
On 7 Sep 2019, the Hope Reading Program was 
conducted for 31 children who were enrolled in 
GHCC’s Classes for the Children program. The 
children chose their favourite reading books 
sponsored by Sin Chew Daily. 

 

 

BACK TO SCHOOL PROGRAM 
On 28 Sep 2019, the Back to Scholl Program was 
held for 204 needy students from 3 different 
schools to reduce the financial burden of 
underprivileged families by sponsoring the 
children’s school uniform, stationaries, and 
bags. 74 volunteers help out at the event, with 
lunch sponsored by McDonald’s. 

 

Orang Asli Villages 

WELLS, GROCERIES, AND SOLAR LAMP FOR KAMPUNG BERLEBAS VILLAGERS 
At the end of July, GHCA’s team returned to Kampung Berlebas to continue the next phase of Orang Asli 
Empowerment Project there. Sponsored by Sampson Chew & Empire Sushi Malaysia, this phase sees a 
further 3 wells being installed at the village in addition to the 3 wells that were built earlier on. Each well 
can supply up to 20 gallons of water to approximately 15 families and is equipped with water pumps and 
water tanks to enable storage of clean underground water. The villagers now have better access to water 
supply. Groceries were handed out to the villagers to ease their burden while our team also help to equip 
the villagers with solar lamps to enable the children to study at night! 
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Student-Initiated Projects 

VISITATION TO KAMPUNG PATAH JELUTONG 

Under the guidance of GHCA, students from the Sunway Student Volunteers (SSV) visited the Orang Asli 

community of Kampung Patah Jelutong, Pahang to raise their awareness on the importance of clean 

water and to encourage them to maintain proper hygiene practices in the community, which will improve 

their quality of life. The villagers have a very surface knowledge on sanitation and maintaining clean 

water supply. Therefore, a series of workshops covering D.I.Y. water filters, handwashing techniques, and 

toothbrushing techniques were held for the villagers. The students hope to bring a sustainable and clean 

lifestyle to the Orang Asli community that might have a big impact on their future. 
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Lunch Box for the Hungry  

In the third quarter of 2019, we have conducted 74 Lunch Box for the Hungry sessions, distributing 

16,660 lunch boxes to our beneficiaries, versus 36 sessions and 5,579 lunch boxes in the same period of 

2018. As of end Sep 2019, 311 beneficiaries consisting of the elderlies, poor families, primary, secondary, 

and kindergarten students were enrolled in the program. Special thanks to Persatuan Kebajikan Xin Dai, 

Pertubuhan Penganut Buddha Ci En Lin, Foo Guang Vegetarian Sdn Bhd and Ave Maria Soup Kitchen for 

their continued support to our program. 

 LUNCH BOX FOR THE HUNGRY PROGRAM 

Day:  Every Tuesday till Saturday. 

Time:  11am - 1pm 

Location: Great Heart Community Centre (GHCC) 

  25H, Jalan Mengkuang, Teluk Pulai, 

  41100 Klang, Selangor. 

Contact:  03-33810955 

 

TCM Medical Check Up for the Needy 

In quarter three of 2019, we served 508 patients in 48 check-up sessions, versus 23 sessions and 262 
patients in the same period of 2018. 66% of the patients reported an improvement to their condition.  

 

 

CONSULTATION HOURS    

Tue:  09:30am to 02:00pm;  TCM Practitioner: Dr Lew Yau Mooi (中医义诊团队) 

Wed:  10:30am to 01:30pm;  TCM Practitioner: Dr Soh Shao Qi 

Thu:  09:30am to 12:30pm;  TCM Practitioner: Dr Quek Khai Sheng 

Fri:  10:00am to 01:00pm;  TCM Practitioner: Dr Chong Wee Kong  
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Classes for the Children  

In the third quarter of 

2019, we conducted 

11 sessions of Malay 

and English language 

classes on Saturdays, 

attended by 389 

students in total, 

averaging 35 

students per session. 

This is in comparison 

to 10 sessions 

attended by 187 students, averaging 19 students per session in the same period of 2018. 72% of the 

students reported an improvement in the learning materials that were taught in quarter three.  

 

   

 

 

Vegetable Garden for the Community 

In the third quarter of 2019, we harvested 153.7kg of vegetables in 16 harvesting sessions, benefitting 

207 beneficiaries, with some of the harvested vegetables were distributed to nearby old folks home. In 

comparison, the same period of 2018 yields 157.4kg of vegetables in 28 harvesting sessions. Vegetables 

and fruits grown in this quarter are papaya, banana, kangkong, bok choy and Chinese mustard. 
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GHCC Events 

 

STATIONARIES FOR UPSR STUDENTS 
On 5 Sep 2019, stationeries were distributed to 
137 students of SJK(T) Ladang Highlands to 
pumped them up for their examination 
preparations as they will be taking their UPSR 
soon. We also arranged to 5 days of breakfast 
consisting of Milo drink and bread for each of 
these students throughout their UPSR exam. 

 

 

MID AUTUMN CELEBRATION WITH LOVE 
On 22 Sep 2019, over 250 GHCC beneficiaries 
attended the Mid Autumn celebration to mark 
the festival of lanterns. Other than food and 
lanterns, everyone got a chance to win a gift 
from a lucky draw session. 

 

 

LEARN TO HELP EVENT 
On 26 & 27 Jul 2019, GHCC’s interns from 
Tunisia, Hiba and Meriem guided the children 
from GHCC’s Classes program and Rumah KIDS 
for a bracelet and cookies workshop, with the 
intention to teach the children on doing good. 
The produced goods were later brought to the 
market to sell off for charity. 
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GHCC Internship Program 

In the third quarter of 2019, GHCC welcomes two interns from Tunisia and another from Sri Lanka. 

 

HIBA MENJLI, TUNISIA 
“This journey was a life changing experience. 
These six weeks were so memorable and it’s 
very sad that we had to leave but I’m sincerely 
grateful for everyone who made this experience 
an enjoyable one. I get to learn about the 
Malaysian culture while helping at assessment 
and event duties, as well as getting to interact 
with the locals. I’m thankful for the kindness 
and warmth gestures shown towards me. It’s 
true that I was halfway across the world in a 
different continent, but I felt right at home.” 

 

 

MERIEM MZOUGHI, TUNISIA 
“Being an intern at GHCA was one of the best 
decisions that I’ve made in my life! With GHCA, 
I discovered the real side of Malaysia where 
people are nice, helpful, and caring. GHCA 
welcomed me like a family and helped me grow 
into a better person. During this enriching 
journey, I learned a different way of 
volunteering, going for assessments and 
groceries shopping with underprivileged 
families. I want to thank all the GHCA members 
for always helping and supporting me. I’m 
certainly going to miss my time in Malaysia but 
I will always keep good memories of it.” 

 

 
 

THILUJA KRISHNAMOORTHY, SRI LANKA 
“My learning in Malaysia was about two things - 
how to live alone and how to work together. The 
team at GHCA were very sweet and gave me the 
feeling of working with some people whom I 
have known for years. Thanks for making me 
feel that comfortable. I learnt some teamwork 
and leadership qualities from my work 
experiences here. I believe those lessons will 
stay with me as a guide-note to my professional 
endeavours in the future. Thanks to everyone 
for your love, care and teachings!” 
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Mini Earth Warriors Project  

In the third quarter of 2019, 2 new teams were formed at Puchong and Puncak Alam respectively. 13 

clean-up sessions by 82 volunteers were conducted, collecting 379.39kg rubbish. “SS14 is really clean 

now. We managed to clean two streets in half an hour compared to 1 hour previously,” said Gan Jia Yi, 

team leader for Subang, whose team will now focus on SS14 and SS15 areas on alternate months. 

SUBANG JAYA TEAM by SSV KOTA KEMUNING TEAM by Phor Thor Kota Kemuning 

 

 

 

 

 
 

SEKINCHAN TEAM JENJAROM TEAM 

 

 

 

 

 
 

KLANG TEAM PUNCAK ALAM TEAM 

 

 

 

 

 
 

PUCHONG TEAM  
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Earth Warriors Day 2019 

In conjunction with World Clean-up Day 2019, GHCA organised the Earth Warriors Day 2019 on 21 Sep 
2019, collaborating with multiple NGOs, schools, and local councils. Despite the haze, 829 volunteers 
participated in the activity and cleaned up a total of 3,604.11kgs of rubbish from various public parks, 
streets, beaches, and townships. Led by 26 separate teams, one-hour clean-up activities were conducted 
at locations around Klang Valley, Kuala Lumpur, Perak, Melaka, and Penang. GHCA volunteers based at 
Indonesia, Cambodia, New Zealand, Australia, and Tunisia also took the opportunity to organise clean-
up sessions at their respective country on the same day too.  

 

Partner NGOs involved in the Earth Warriors Day 2019 include JCI Kuala Lumpur, Dual Blessing Bhd, 
and Persatuan Phor Thor Kota Kemuning. The activity also received good response and support from 
various schools such as SJK(T) Ladang Selangor River and SJK(C) Sin Min Sungai Besar. The Earth 
Warriors Day 2019 will next take place on 5 Oct 2019 for locations that were postponed due to haze. 
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Shopping Buddy Program  

In the third quarter of 2019, 29 low income families from PPR Pantai Ria were chauffeured by volunteers 

to shop for groceries. Each family received RM300 grocery support, with RM100 coming from GVCA and 

RM200 from GHCA.  

 

  

A MESSAGE FROM GVCA FOUNDER 

“It was a great opportunity for me to get back to the 

ground, visiting PPR residents for the Shopping Buddy 

program. It still pains me to learn the hardship that 

these families go through in life. It made me realise that 

I'm not doing enough for the community that's so close 

to me! I strive to build a Malaysian spirit charity 

platform so that we can empower people from all races. 

I envisioned a team that look beyond our differences by 

uniting our strength as one. As what Mother Theresa 

said, it's not how much we give but how much love we 

put into giving. I believe with our kindness, it will bring 

happiness and harmony to the society.” 

Franky See Swee Choy (photo, right) 
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PRUkasih Program  

In the third quarter of 2019, 57 residents from 46 households enrolled in the program via monthly 

recruitment drive and house visitation. 29 claims for illnesses and accidents, amounting RM24,848 have 

been disbursed to the affected members in the quarter under review. 

 

PRUKASIH BENEFICIARIES HIGHLIGHTS 

 

BANIAH (ILLNESS CLAIM) 
Mdm Baniah is a babysitter and was admitted to 
the hospital for heart failure for the second time. 
This prevents her from working. She was glad that 
PRUKasih helped her in food allowance, helping 
her reduce her burden while she recuperates. 

  

 

BIBI (ILLNESS CLAIM) 
Mdm Bibi had stroke during work which resulted 
her to be half paralysed. She receives food and 
rental aid for over 6 months to ease her financial 
burden while she recuperates. Now, her condition 
has improved and she is able to walk again. 

 

 

ABDULLAH (DEATH CLAIM) 
Mr Abdullah lost his wife in Aug 2019. His family 
was in despair as his wife was the main 
breadwinner for his family. Mr Abdullah receives 
condolence money, food, and rental aid from 
PRUKasih to help him cope during his difficult 
time. 
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Didik-Kasih EduCare Program 

In third quarter of 2019, there were 23 candidates enrolled with the program, aimed at providing needy 

students with a startup assistance of RM1,500 and monthly study allowances for their tertiary education, 

while also guiding them to plan and conduct a charity project to give back to the society. Special thanks 

to BAT Malaysia Foundation and Wipro Unza for funding some of the candidates. 

NO NAME FIELD OF STUDY PERIOD SPONSOR 

1 Sadam Hussein Bin Shaik Dawood Aircraft Engineering Aug 16 - Feb 20 BAT 

2 Nur Hidayah Binti Azhar Applied Arts & Design Apr 18 - Mar 20 BAT 

3 Kristina A/P Lurthasamy Hairdressing Apr 19 - Mar 20 BAT 

4 Muhammad Shahrul Izwan Automotive  Apr 19 - Mar 20 BAT 

5 Priyanka Devi Comms & Psychology May 19 - Apr 20 BAT 

6 Yovinka Devi Comms & Psychology Jun 19 - May 20 BAT 

7 Razali Bin Trajudeen Accounting Jun 19 - May 20 BAT 

8 Nurain Binti Mohamad Electrical Engineering  Jun 19 - May 20 BAT 

9 Denilson Raj A/L Arputharajan Mechatronic Jun 19 - May 20 BAT 

10 Nuralia Izzati Binti Masjuni Marketing Jun 19 - May 20 BAT 

11 Nurbatrisyia Iffah Binti Mohd Zaki  Electrical Engineering Jun 19 - May 20 BAT 

12 Nurul Izzaty Akhtar Accounting Jun 19- May 20 BAT 

13 Afiq Iskandar Bin Manan Computer Security Jun 19 - May 20 BAT 

14 Nur Anisha Farhana Islamic Studies Jun 19- May 20 BAT 

15 Muhammad Ashrul Asyraf Mechanical Engineering  Jun 19 - May 20 BAT 

16 Iswaran A/L Subramaniam ICT Jun 19 - May 20 Wipro Unza 

17 Suguna Baking Arts Jun 19 - May 20 Wipro Unza 

18 Saakthysri A/P Puspanathan Information Technology Jun 19 - May 20 Wipro Unza 

19 Danaraj A/L Nagaratnam Graphic Design Jun 19 - May 20 Wipro Unza 

20 Isaivani A/P Segar (Irene) Graphic Design Aug 19 - Jul 20 Wipro Unza 

21 Jennessa Rose A-Level Aug 19 - Jul 20  

22 Kartini Binti Ibrahim Halal Industry Aug 17 - Aug 19  

23 Jessie Rose Chemical Engineering Oct 16 - Jul 19  
  

 

SADAM HUSSEIN BIN SHAIK DAWOOD 
Sadam is an aircraft engineering youth from 
Yayasan Chow Kit. He is now a trainee at Airasia 
and gets to put what he learned into practice. He 
also learnt the importance of teamwork in making 
an aircraft safe to fly via his stint at Airasia. 

  

 

NUR HIDAYAH BINTI AZHAR 
Hidayah studies Applied Arts & Design. In Jul 
2019, she had helped another Didik-Kasih 
candidate with her project. She is now working on 
participating in a furniture design contest.  
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KRISTINA A/P LURTHASAMY 
Kristina comes from Rumah Lagenda. In Sep 
2019, she finished her first semester Hairdressing 
course at Kingswright Hair Academy. She has 
learnt basic cutting, blowing, and up styling skill.  

 

 

MUHAMMAD SHAHRUL IZWAN 
Shahrul studies Automotive and works part-time 
as a Food Panda delivery man. In Sep 2019, he had 
set up a team with his course mates to plan for his 
upcoming charity project of an education visit to 
a car assembly plant. 

 

 

PRIYANKA DEVI 
Priyanka studies Communications & Psychology. 
She scored GPA 4.0 in Jul 2019 and has been busy 
managing studies, part time job, and curriculum 
activities. In Sep 2019, she visited an orphanage 
to do food donation and teach English language. 

  

 

YOVINKA DEVI 
Yovinka studies Communications & Psychology. 
She struggles studying and working part time at 
the same time. She uses the monthly allowance for 
her daily transportation, while her part time 
salary goes to paying her family’s house bill. 

 

 

RAZALI BIN TRAJUDEEN 
Razali studies Accounting. Being in college life, he 
shared that the subjects are challenging, but take 
it as a part of growth in life. He uses his monthly 
allowance for study materials. 

  

 

NURAIN BINTI MOHAMAD 
Nurain studies Electrical Engineering. Thus far, 
she had learnt the theory and practical of 
electrical work in a power plant. She is excited 
with the learning experience that emphasises the 
importance of taking safety precautions at work. 

  

 

DENILSON RAJ A/L ARPUTHARAJAN 
Denilson has completed his Mechatronic studies 
and will further his studies in Automotive in Oct 
2019. During the two months break, he works in 
a car workshop, gaining new skills that is practical 
for his Automotive course soon. 
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NURALIA IZZATI BINTI MASJUNI 
Nuralia studies Marketing. In Aug 2019, she 
conducted a Telematch game for children from 
Rumah Kasih Harmoni Paras Jaya for her Didik-
Kasih charity project. In Sep 2019, she received 
the Dean’s award for her studies. 

 

 

NURBATRISYIA IFFAH BINTI MOHD ZAKI 
Nurbatrisyia studies Electrical Enginnering. She 
recently won a few sports activities during Sports 
Day and is also excited to be learning new 
programing languages for robotic control. 

  

 

NURUL IZZATY AKHTAR 
Nurul Izzaty studies Accounting. In Aug 2019, she 
conducted her charity project in bringing needy 
children from Pusat Jagaan Telaga Kasih for a 
learning trip to Rapid Rail KL, visiting the train 
control room, train workshop, and train wash 
plant, which sparked so much joy for the children. 

 

 

AFIQ ISKANDAR BIN MANAN 
Afiq studies Computer Security & Forensics. In Jul 
2019, his team won a mobile gaming competition. 
He also won a college futsal competition. Afiq also 
volunteered in GVCA’s Shopping Buddy Program. 

 

 

NUR ANISHA FARHANA 
Nur Anisha studies Islamic Studies. In Aug 2019, 
she conducted her charity project by bringing 
children from Rumah Amal Cahaya Kasih Bestari 
to visit the Islamic Art Museum. She’s also on the 
Dean’s List for her semester 2 results. 

  

 

MUHAMMAD ASHRUL ASYRAF 
Asyraf is in Mechanical Engineering. He utilised 
the start-up assistance for his school fee. He 
shared that he learnt to take care of himself and 
be independent as he was far away from home. 

 

 

ISWARAN A/L SUBRAMANIAM 
Iswaran studies ICT. He is active in sports where 
he is in his college’s futsal team. His packed 
schedule wouldn’t allow him to participate in 
tournaments, but he is looking forward to joining 
next semester when he has more time. 
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SUGUNA 
Suguna studies Baking Arts. She was proud of a 
wedding cake that she made for her semester’s 
examination and hopes to work in a hotel in the 
future. She utilised her aid for meals and rental. 

  

 

SAAKTHYSRI A/P PUSPANATHAN 
Saakthysri studies IT and passed her examination 
with GPA of 3.44. To improve her leadership skills, 
she join as the Exco of Foundation Affairs in 
Student Representative Council for her university. 

 

 

DANARAJ A/L NAGARATNAM 
Danaraj studies Graphic Design & Multimedia. He 
has been performing well in his modules and 
curriculum. He took the opportunity to build his 
portfolio by helping out in graphics design for the 
school’s 60th anniversary book. 

  

 

ISAIVANI A/P SEGAR (IRENE) 
Irene comes from Rumah KIDS. She studies 
Graphic Design & Multimedia. Her interests in art 
develop since young as she likes drawing. Irene 
utilised the start-up aid to pay her registration fee.  
GVCA is supporting her until Jul 2020. 

  

 

JENNESSA ROSE 
Jennessa comes from a B40 family. She studies A-
Level. She is a bright student with good result. 
During her break, she works to pay for her college 
fee. With GVCA’s aid, it alleviates her burden. 
GVCA is supporting her until July 2020. 

 

 

KARTINI BINTI IBRAHIM 
Kartini studies Halal Industry Management. In 
Aug 2019, she conducted her charity project by 
bringing children from Rumah Titian Kasih for a 
sushi making workshop in Sakae Sushi and had 
also completed her studies in the same month. 

 

 

JESSIE ROSE 
Jessie studies Chemical Engineering. In Jul 2019, 
she conducted a lava lamp workshop for children 
of Rumah Kasih Murni for her charity project. She 
completed her degree with a Dean’s List and Top 
Scorer award. She currently works as a process 
chemical engineer in Singapore. 
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Coffin Donation Program 

In third quarter of 2019, 13 funeral cases were catered, with 3 cases from underprivileged families, 3 

cases from Destiny Starting Point Welfare Home, and 7 cases from unclaimed deceased of Hospital KL. 

NO NAME NATIONALITY CAUSE OF 
DEATH 

REFERRAL COST 
(RM) 

1 Nadarajan A/L Nanethambi 

 

Malaysia. Orthostatic 
pneumonia with 
underlying cia. 

Member of 
underprivileged 
family. 

2,600.00 

2 B/O Parameswary A/P 
Subramaniam 

 

Malaysia. Missed 
miscarriage at 
16 weeks. 

Unclaimed body 
from Hospital 
KL. 

3,000.00 

3 Kannamah A/P Arumugam 

 

Malaysia. Old age. Member of 
underprivileged 
family. 

2,600.00 

4 N Nanthini A/P Nyana  

 

Malaysia. Severe 
pneumonia. 

Member of 
underprivileged 
family. 

2,600.00 

5 B/O Fiona  

 

Indonesia 
Christian. 

Hypoxic 
ischaemic 
encephalopathy. 

Unclaimed body 
from Hospital 
KL. 

3,000.00 

6 B/O Bavithira A/P 
Anbarasu 

 

Malaysia. Miscarriage at 
20-22 weeks. 

Unclaimed body 
from Hospital 
KL. 

3,000.00 

7 B/O Stefhanie binti Tomas 

 

Malaysia. Miscarriage. Unclaimed body 
from Hospital 
KL. 

3,000.00 
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8 Supranian A/L Srirangam 

 

Malaysia. Old age. Elderly from 
Destiny Starting 
Point. 

3,300.00 

9 Murugan A/L Sannigasi 

 

Malaysia. Diabetes. Elderly from 
Destiny Starting 
Point. 

3,300.00 

10 B/O Kogulhananthini A/P 
Gunalen 

 

Malaysia. Complete 
miscarriage. 

Unclaimed body 
from Hospital 
KL. 

3,000.00 

11 B/O Sarmila A/P Bapoo  

 

Malaysia. Early neonatal 
death for severe 
prematurity. 

Unclaimed body 
from Hospital 
KL.   

3,000.00 

12 Ifeanyi  

 

Nigeria. Slash wound at 
lower left limb. 

Unclaimed body 
from Hospital 
KL.   

3,000.00 

13 Ponnan A/L Annavi 

 

Malaysia. Old age. Elderly from 
Destiny Starting 
Point. 

3,600.00 
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Association Information 

Great Heart Charity Association / Persatuan Kasih Sejati 

Blok N-7-03, The Gamuda Biz Suites,  
Persiaran Anggerik Vanilla, Kota Kemuning,  
40460 Shah Alam, Selangor.  
 

Tel +603-5131 6107 

Email info@greatheartcharity.org.my 

 http:/www.greatheartcharity.org.my 

 

 

To make a donation, you may directly transfer the fund to “Persatuan Kasih Sejati” with the bank 
account numbers listed below and email us your details (name, date, donated amount). 

Maybank : 5127 8106 0342 

CIMB Bank : 8003 599 969 


